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Sonnet

Bach, seated ponderous in the sunset
nave,

Cudgelled his heart to conjure from the
keys

His old expected Sabbath prodigies:
The Council specified, the hireling

gave.
Week after week he fed them to the
choir—-

The peerless counterpoint, the crowd¬
ing notes,

A wine that should have scorched their
stolid throats,

A seraphs' draught of honey mixed with
fire.

Who heard? Who cared? The yawners
on the aisle

Drowsed through an hour of the usual
stuff

Gone out of fashion, though well-
wrought enough.

Perhaps the magpies, blasted from their
tiles

By some great shuddering arpeggio
Sailed through the blueness, shrieking,
"Father, do You know?"

Gladys Schmitt



A PEACE MESSAGE BY PABLO CASALS

During the celebration of the tenth anniversary of the United Nations in
October, 1958, I was granted the privilege of appearing before that supreme forum.
There, where the causes most profoundly affecting the human conscience are
discussed, I used two means of communicating the oppressions which weigh on my
spirit. And I used the same two means to restate my faith in the great gifts with
which our Creator endowed man whom He created in his own image, a faith which
persists despite my spiritual disquiet.

I used my music and my voice to draw attention to the suffering which afflicts
mankind because of the great and perhaps mortal danger threatening us. This is
what I said at the time and which to this day holds the same urgency for me: If
at my age I have come here for this day it is not because anything has changed in
my moral attitude or in the restrictions that I have imposed upon myself and my
career as an artist for all these years, but because today all else becomes secondary
in comparison to the great and perhaps mortal danger threatening all humanity.
The extraordinary scientific discoveries of our century which some great intellects,
in their thirst for knowledge, have achieved, are now being exploited for the con¬
struction of instruments of monstrous destructiveness. Confusion and fear have
invaded the whole world; misunderstood nationalism, fanaticism, political dogmas
and lack of liberty and justice are feeding mistrust and hostility that make the
collective danger greater every day; yet, the desire for peace is felt by every human
being in the world. This desire has been manifested again and again in the face
of the peril menacing all of us, by many distinguished personalities, in scientific
writings, in the world press, and above all by that citizen of the world, Dr.
Albert Schweitzer.

The anguish of the world caused by the continuation of nuclear danger is
increasing every day; all realize the horrifying consequences of a nuclear war, which
would cause not only irreparable material and physical destruction, but also moral
and spiritual degradation. How I wish that there could be a tremendous movement of
protest in all countries, and especially from the mothers, that would impress those
who have the power to prevent this catastrophe.

It is my deep conviction that the great masses in these countries, as in every
other country, want the understanding and mutual co-operation of their fellow men.
It is for the Governments and those in power to see to it that the achievement of
this desire will not become impossible and thus cause the terrible frustration felt
by all those who are not living in unconsciousness.

It seems to me that those who believe in the dignity of man should act at this
time in order to bring about a deeper understanding among people and a sincere
"rapprochement" between conflicting forces. The United Nations today represents
the most important hope for peace. Let us give it all power to act for our benefit.

And let us fervently pray that the near future will disperse the clouds that
darken our days now.

I repeat, music, that wonderful and universal language which is understood
by everyone should be a source of communication among men. I once again exhort
my fellow musicians throughout the world to put the purity of their art at the
service of mankind in order to unite all people in fraternal ties.

With this objective in mind, I consider it my duty to offer my humble contribu¬
tion in the form of a personal crusade. Let each of us contribute as he is able until
this ideal is attained in all its glory; and let us unify our fervent prayers that in the
near future all humanity may be joined in a spiritual embrace.
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NOTES ON THE PROGRAM

by
FREDERICK DORIAN

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Born Eisenach, March 21, 1685; died Leipzig, July 28, 1750

A Chapter in Eighteenth Century
Patronage

The life and professional career of
Johann Sebastian Bach affords us a
clear account of the function of art

patronage in the first half of the eight¬
eenth century. Bach's appointments led
from liturgical to courtly and civil posi¬
tions. The circle closes, as it began, in
the service of the Protestant Church.
Much of the master's immortal music

was commissioned music. He wrote his
scores currently for church, court, and
the needs of the community in which he
lived. Still other scores were commis¬
sioned by art patrons elsewhere.
The six Brandenburg Concertos illus¬

trate an important chapter of art spon¬
sorship during the baroque era. The
very title of these scores recalls their
presumptive sponsor. And their back¬
ground leads to several courts in cen¬
tral Europe.
Thirty-five miles northwest of Leip¬

zig is the small city of Coethen. Today
a community of thirty-five thousand,
Coethen belongs to the East sector of
Germany, as do other towns where
Bach served in his multiple capacities
as composer, organist, concertmaster
and conductor.

At Bach's time, Coethen was a

princely residence with a handsome cas¬
tle. The reigning princes of Anhalt-
Coethen had long been prominent in
German history. Bach's patron Prince
Leopold loved music, he sang and
played several instruments. He enjoyed,
before all, chamber music.
Prince Leopold was only nineteen

when he offered Bach, in 1717, the posi¬

tion as "Kapellmeister and Director of
Chamber Music." Leopold admired his
new conductor and equally enjoyed his
company. He invited Bach to accom¬
pany him on various journeys. During
the season 1718-19, Bach seems to have
been introduced to Margrave Christian
Ludwig of Brandenburg, probably at
the Royal Palace in Berlin. In 1720,
Bach apparently met the Margrave
again, when he joined Prince Leopold
on a trip to Carlsbad (the idyllic Bo¬
hemian health resort near the German
border).
Bach scholars disagree on certain

aspects of this important episode in the
life of the master. Thus Arnold Scher-
ing raises the question whether the re¬
lation between Christian Ludwig and
Bach began in Carlsbad or Meinin-
gen1. Heinrich Besseler, by contrast, at¬
tributes the composition of the Bran¬
denburg Concertos to the initiative of
Prince Leopold of Coethen.2
At any rate, the Margrave was great¬

ly impressed with Bach and asked him
for a series of concertos that would be
suitable for performance by the Bran¬
denburg Court Orchestra.
Time passed. On March 24, 1721,

Bach dispatched six concertos to the
Margrave, accompanied by a letter of
dedication.3 Appropriately, these scores
have become known as the Branden¬
burg Concertos.
In his dedication, Bach expresses the

1. Cf. Schering's preface to the Eulenburg
study scores of the Brandenburg Con¬
certos.

2. Cf. Comment in the new Bach Gesamt-
ausgabe.

3. The date of Bach's autograph, no longer
clearly readable, might have been May
24 rather than March 24.



attitude typical of a commissioned art¬
ist toward an aristocratic patron. Bach's
■letter refers to his "modest abilities."
Self-critically, he points to the "defi¬
ciencies" of the concertos. Finally he
speaks of the zeal with which "a very
obedient servant" hopes to please his
"Royal" sponsor.
Coping with court protocol of the

baroque era, Bach's letter to the Mar¬
grave was written in French. Bach's
command of French was limited; he
probably intrusted the translation to an
official at the Coethen court.

Baroque Form Types
The Orchestral Suites

The orchestral works by Johann Se¬
bastian Bach comprise, in addition to
the six Brandenburg Concertos, four
large suites. They are likewise conceived
in a brilliant contrapuntal style char¬
acteristic for the Baroque. Just as the
concertos, so the orchestral suites are
cyclical compositions of symphonic sta¬
ture.

Bach called these orchestral suites
"Overtures." He applied the title of the
first movement to the entire work. Spe¬
cifically, this formidable introduction to
the suite is a "French Overture." This
implies music of a solemn character.
A fugal part is in the center of the poly¬
phonic "Overture." The initial grave
forms the recapitulation. Thus an
A-B-A design evolves. From the aspect
of tempo, the movement displays the
sequence : slow-fast-slow.
The very fact that the initial "French

Overture" commands, in length and
contrapuntal weight, major attention
within the entire suite, accounts for
Bach's terminology.
The "French Overture" was given its

definite shape by Jean-Baptiste Lully
(1632-1687). This court composer of
Louis XIV wrote many such pieces,
particularly for performances in Ver¬
sailles.
Bach became familiar with these

overtures a la française. He adopted the
form type of the early French Baroque
for his own creative purposes.
In Bach's orchestral suites, the poly¬

phonic overture is followed by a series
of dances, most of which likewise orig¬
inated in France. In addition to Lully,
such masters as Rameau or Couperin
inspired Bach to the composition of
music related in style and design to that
of the French dance suite.

Concerto Grosso

French music, then, served Bach as
his primary model for the orchestral
suites. Italian music lent the form types
which are the basis of the Brandenburg
Concertos.
Until about 1700, the term "con¬

certo" referred to a manner of instru¬
mentation rather than to a form of
composition. In the so-called concerto
grosso of the Italian baroque masters,
two sound bodies compete for promi¬
nence in the evolving contrapuntal tone
play.
Which instruments form the two op¬

posing groups? First there is a small
group of solo instruments called con¬
certino.
The solo performers are accompanied

by the larger orchestral body, which was
given a variety of names. One of these
is concerto grosso, but the score may
refer to the full orchestra as tutti or as

ripieno. The term concerto grosso also
indicates the composition in its totality,
comprising all of its movements. The
development of this baroque concerto
grosso to the level of historic signifi¬
cance remains the chief contribution of
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713), and
Antonio Vivaldi (1669-1741).
Toward the beginning of the eight¬

eenth century, Venice became the cen¬
ter of concerto composition. Here the
concerto absorbed certain stylistic traits
that generally characterize art works
indigenous in the lagoon city: variety
of color is prevalent. Particularly Vi¬
valdi endowed the solo parts of his con¬
certos with colors in distinct contrast to
the accompanying orchestra.

(Continued on Page 8)
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J. S. Bach -Suite No. 2

Grave - Allegro
Rondeau
Sarabande
Bouree I - Bouree II - Bouree I
Polonaise
Menuetto (Allegretto)
Badinerie (Allegro)

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3
Allegro moderato
Adagio - Allegro

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
Menueto - Trio - Menuetto - Polacca

Menuetto - Trio - Menuetto

Brandenburg Concerto No. 5
Allegro
Affettuoso

Allegro

INTERMISSION

Brandenburg Concerto No. 2
Allegro
Andante

Allegro assai

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4
Allegro
Andante
Presto

INTERMISSION

Brandenburg Concerto No. 6
Allegro
Adagio ma non tanto
Allegro

(Program Note* begin on Page 4)



Notes (Continued)
In his Brandenburg Concertos, Bach

owes a great deal to the pioneer work
of the Italian baroque masters. But he
endowed his textures with an expressive
height and polyphonic density never
reached by any of his predecessors. As a
result, the Brandenburg Concertos mark
the summit of all orchestral music cre¬

ated during the first half of the eight¬
eenth century.

Changing Casts

Each of the Suites as well as each of
the Brandenburg Concertos is scored for
a different ensemble of instruments. In
this connection a special note of expla¬
nation is necessary. For the orchestra at
the disposal of the baroque composers
contained a number of instruments that
are today no longer in general use; in
our time, Bach performers frequently
replace them with instruments that are
readily available in the "modern" or¬
chestra. But such a replacement is not
merely a question of practicality. Many
interpreters consider the baroque in¬
struments as obsolete also from the
angle of the modern sound ideal. Maes¬
tro Casals, as we shall note, prefers
"modern" instruments for his perform¬
ances of the Suites and Brandenburg
Concertos.
Whatever the changing casts of these

scores might entail, their style is en¬
tirely autonomous in terms of orchestral
sonorities. This means that Bach's or¬

chestra is not influenced by the organ
or the piano, by vocal models or by any
other combination except by the con¬
trapuntal concepts of the Baroque. One
of the miracles of Bach's craft is the
blend of orchestral sound with the inti¬
mate effects of chamber music.
We wholeheartedly agree with;Albert

Schweitzer who calls the Brandenburg
Concertos the supreme revelation of the
polyphonic style.

Suite No. 2 in B Minor

It is generally assumed that Bach
wrote the first two of his four suites in

Coethen, and the last two in Leipzig.
The manuscripts of all of these suites
are lost. Fortunately the parts that Bach
used when performing the suites have
come down to us. Thus the reconstruc¬

tion of the authentic scores is possible.
In baroque performance, the conduc¬

tor directed the music from the key¬
board. He improvised the "continued
bass" guided by the figures written be¬
low the part. For this continuo part,
Maestro Casals employs the piano in¬
stead of the baroque harpsichord. This
practice prevails throughout these con¬
certs.

Bach scored the Second Suite for
flute and strings and identified the
woodwind solo as flauto traverso. He
intended the solo for traverse flute
(played in horizontal position) in con¬
trast to the older flute a bee, by which
Bach means the recorder.

The traditional fundament of the or¬

chestra in the Second Suite is the con¬

tinuo, which Bach richly endowed with
figures directing the keyboard per¬
former to the proper choice of chords.
None of the movements of the Suite

have any indication of tempo. In short,
the conductor's knowledge of style as
well as his interpretative intuition must
make the appropriate decisions.
The B Minor Suite is a perfect ex¬

ample of the decorative baroque style.
It is in essence courtly music on a high
level of artistic entertainment.

The polyphonic Overture (b minor,
4/4) corresponds in design to the in¬
troduction of the First Suite. We hear
an artful movement tripartite in struc¬
ture, with a dignified fugue in its cen¬
ter.

A set of seven dances follows the

weighty beginning.
The first dance is a Rondeau per¬

formed tutti. The steps of a gavotte are
hidden in the shape of the light footed
theme (b minor, 2/2).
The chain of dances continues with

a Sarabande (b minor, 3/4). Of Span¬
ish origin, the Sarabande had, by Bach's
time developed from a primitive street
dance to a stylized piece of earnest ex¬
pression.

(8)



The suite leads to two light-hearted
Bourrees.

The brief Polonaise (b minor, 3/4)
produces, in its second half, a figur¬
ative variation called Double. The flute
is prominent.
A Menuet succeeds the Polonaise.

The suite concludes with a Badin-
erie. There is delightful interplay be¬
tween the flute and its string partners.
The movement evokes the spirit of its
French name: Badinerie means "fool¬
ery"; in this finale, Bach's music is full
of jest.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3
In G Major

The Third Concerto is scored for
strings only. The string choir shows
triple division: three violins; three
violas; three 'cellos; violone and con¬
tinuo. (As in the other concertos, the
keyboard instrument plays the continuo
i.e. the figured bass.)
The first movement (G major, 4/4)

is an allegro, a veritable masterpiece of
motivic work. Its artful combinations
seem inexhaustible. A second allegro in
the same key follows the first move¬
ment.

This concerto, then, differs from the
others also by the lack of a slow central
movement. Instead, two chords suggest¬
ing a semi-cadence are heard between
the two movements. Some scholars be¬
lieve that Bach intended the fermatas
to be embellished with improvisations
on each of the two chords.

In the finale, one single theme (G
major, 12/8) suffices to carry the entire
movement. We hear a motoric piece of
irresistible forcefulness.

One might expect that the sequence
of two allegros, heard one after the
other, would be somewhat monoton¬
ous. The very opposite is the case. The
second allegro is rich in contrast; in
fact, it is a perfect complement to the
opening.
This is one of the many miracles of

Bach's imagination: that he is able to

convey the feeling of great diversity
within a perfect entity—and all this
with two movements only, both in the
same key, related in tempo, and identi¬
cal in orchestral cast.

Brandenberg Concerto No. 2
In F Major

The Second Brandenburg Concerto
could be defined as a typical concerto
grosso. Its concertino shows the combi¬
nation of four solo instruments: trum¬

pet, flute, oboe and violin. The ripieno
consists of first violins, second violins,
violas, violone, violoncello, basses, and
continuo. The obsolete violone,1 an in¬
strument intermediate between violon¬
cello and double bass, is readily re¬
placed.
As the music commences, concertino

and tutti join in a good humored pro¬
nouncement of the initial theme (F
major, 2/2). There is something frolic¬
some about this opening. Before long,
the solo violin proposes a thematic vari¬
ant.

The development of the allegro as¬
signs to both the concertino and the
ripieno themes distinctly their own.
From this structural premise, a multi¬
tude of fine contrapuntal permutations
results.

A deeply thoughtful andante is in the
center of the Second Concerto. The
music is an almost romantic reverie.
The theme (d minor, 3/4) is set in imi¬
tation by the three solo parts, beginning
with the violin, continuing with the
oboe, and completing the round with
the flute. Two 'cellos and the piano
play a consecutive bass line of eighth
notes.

A joyous trumpet sounds a herald
call for the finale. The allegro assai (F
major, 2/4) evolves in the form of a

fugue. The other members of the con¬
certino, oboe, violin and flute, perform
the theme successively.
A most lively motion of alternating

sixteenths and eighth notes, seasoned
1. The violone is equipped with five strings:

Ft, C, G, d, a (according to Praetorius).
(9)



with syncopations, gives the finale its
metric substructure. The main rhythm
is maintained to the happy end.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4
in G Major

The instrumentation and texture of
the Fourth Brandenburg Concerto led
musicians to conflicting interpretations.
Thus J. A. Fuller-Maitland sees in the
work a triple concerto, because the
three parts for solo violin and two
flutes are so organized that they should
be considered as the concertino of the
work. Other scholars justly observe that
Bach's reference to the violin part as
the "violino principale" leaves little
doubt as to his intent: the violin is the
chief solo in this concerto.

In addition to the "violino princi¬
pale" and the prominent pair of flutes,
this Fourth Concerto is scored for an

accompaniment of first and second (or¬
chestral) violins, viola, violoncello, vio-
lone, and continuo. This latter group
comprises the ripieno accompaniment
within the framework of the concerto.

The initial flute motive, with its ris¬
ing and falling arpeggio patterns is the
thematic cell of the entire first move¬
ment. This opening allegro (G major,
3/8) is joyous music. The movement
is contrapuntally very extended; it is,
in fact, the longest in any of the six
Brandenburg Concertos.
The profundity of the brief middle

movement (e minor, 3/4) makes it per¬
haps the most memorable experience of
the Fourth Concerto. The opening of
this andante is distinguished by its echo
effects : a poignant motive is alternately
heard forte and piano.
The finale is a presto. (G major,

2/2). The fugal setting is occasionally
relieved by less complex soloistic epi¬
sodes. For the merry end, all instru¬
ments join in the tone play.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1
In F Major

In the First Brandenburg Concerto,
the solo instruments (concertino) com¬

prise, in order of Bach's listing, two
horns, three oboes, bassoon, and violin.1
This group competes with the full or¬
chestra (concerto grosso) of first and
second violins, viola, violoncello and
basso continuo (in which low string
basses2 play along with the keyboard in-
The opening bars of the first move¬

ment (F major, 2/2) are the seed to
its entire evolution. Bach was appar¬
ently very fond of this music. He em¬
ployed the brisk allegro with some alter¬
ations as an introduction of his Cantata
No. 52 "Falsche Welt, dir trau' ich
nicht."

The remarkable slow movement (A
minor, 3/4) is a widely-spun, melan¬
choly dialogue between oboe and violin
solo. The other instruments accompany,
individually or collectively. In contrast
to the opening movement, Bach gives
in this adagio sparse directions for time
and dynamics.
Striking contrast to this poignant

music with its plaintive dissonances is
provided by a group of dance move¬
ments which follow the adagio.
First we hear an hilarious allegro

(F major, 6/8). Next there is a sonor¬
ous somewhat courtly Menuetto,s en¬
riched by two Trios. The first of these
recalls an early baroque tradition: a
movement called Trio was actually set
for three instruments only. Bach uses in
this case two oboes and bassoon.
A Bolacea for strings is inserted be¬

tween Trio I and Trio II. In the second
Trio, the instrumentation is varied : the
pair of horns and all oboes perform.
After Trio II, the Menuetto is re¬

peated; it concludes the Concerto in the
courtly style appropriate to its aristo¬
cratic audience.

1. Bach scores this solo part for the obsolete
violino piccolo. The reader of the orig¬
inal score will note that the violino pic¬
colo is, in this case, tuned a minor third
higher than the newer violin. Hence the
solo part appears in D major within a
piece scored in F.

2. The original score calls for violone
grosso. Cf. footnote No. 1 in program
note for Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 in
F Major.

3. In Bach's manuscript, the spelling varies
from French to Italian.



Brandenburg Concerto No. 5
in D Major

According to international statistics,
the Fifth is the most widely performed
of the Brandenburg Concertos. The
reason for this preference may be found
in a variety of factors. The Fifth is a
triple concerto for flute, violin and
piano—a combination of obvious pop¬
ular appeal. The solo parts for flute
and violin are ingratiating. The Fifth
displays certain characteristics of a
piano concerto, due to an extensive and
powerful cadenza built into its first
movement. By the sonorous beauty of
this music and its textural concentra¬

tion, Bach established an ideal standard
of concerto music for centuries to come.

Next to the trio of solo instruments,
the Fifth Concerto calls for an accom¬
paniment of string quartet (but without
second violin). The piano, while func¬
tioning as part of the concertino, is also
used in all three movements for the
execution of the figured bass.
The jubilant beginning (D Major,

2/2) immediately reveals the basis tone
material for the entire allegro. A sub¬
sidiary subject, offered by the flute, is
a mere derivitive of the chief theme.
The quoted piano cadenza, unaccom¬
panied and written out in Bach's man¬
uscript, is one of the most beautiful in
the entire concerto literature from the
Baroque to the present.
The middle movement is chamber

music. The affetuoso (B minor, 4/4) is
first announced by the solo violin, ca-
nonically interwoven by the flute and
finally adopted by the piano.
In its three-part form, this music

achieves a maximum of emotional in¬
tensity within a minimum of tone space.
The last movement, allegro, com¬

mences in fugal style. Once more, it is
the solo violin which introduces the
subject (D major, 2/4). The tonal
answer belongs to the flute. The piano
is last to join the contrapuntal play.
After this strict exposition, the re¬

mainder of the finale is cast in a freer
form. The entire orchestra participates
in the tone play. As in the first allegro,
the subsidiary, more lyrical motive is
deduced from the principal subject.

Some writers see in this finale an

"Irish jig." Bach often applied this
folkoristic dance from across the Chan-
ned in a stylized manner, frequently
under the French term "Gigue." A re¬
lated dance type appears also in the
finale of the last Brandenburg Con¬
certo.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 6
In B-Flat Major

Just as the preceding five Branden¬
burg Concertos, so the Sixth and final
one is in a major key. All of its three
movements, in fact, avoid the minor
mode as tonal center.
From the point of its orchestration,

the Sixth Concerto is perhaps the most
unusual. It is scored for strings; but
there are no violins! In Bach's baroque
terminology, two viole da braccio, two
viole da gamba, violoncello, violone and
cembalo comprise the instrumentation.
In these concerts, the ancient cast is

replaced by violas, 'cellos, and basses.
The piano assumes, once again its tradi¬
tional role executing the figured bass.
The curious omission of violins has

far-reaching consequences for the
sound. In the string choir of the Sixth
Brandenburg Concerto, the radiant "so¬
pranos" are missing. Instead, the "al¬
tos" (violas) assume the top position of
the ensemble, above the "tenors" ('cel¬
los) and the string basses. There are
neither woodwinds nor brass instru¬
ments.

A tightly knit string ensemble results.
Its range is compressed. Its timbre is
low. But it is this style — created by
Bach's deep blend of sombre tints with
a radiant expression—which illuminates
the beauty of this unique concerto. We
may think of Rembrandt's palette creat¬
ing, with a few chosen colors, with
browns, deep gold or dark greens, his
images of incredible luminosity.
The opening movement of the Sixth

Brandenburg Concerto (B-flat, 2/2) is
an apotheosis of rhythm. The invention
of the vital motives and their charac¬
teristic meters in strictly determined by
the nature of the melody-carrying string
instruments. As in some of the other
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Brandenburg Concertos, there is a clear
thematic separation between solo and
tutti passages. Bach's manuscript gives
no tempo direction, but the allegro
character of this music is self-evident.

By contrast, the middle movement is
identified as an adagio ma non troppo.
The violas engage in a tender duet (E-
flat, 3/2). The 'cellos and basses offer
a sensitive counterpoint to this hymnic,
broadly flowing melody.
The finale emerges from the steps of

a Gigue (B-flat major, 12/8). Once
again, the outward formality of this
stylized dance is perfect, and the tech¬
nical control of all tone lines is incom¬
parable.

« *

*

In many aspects of this magnificent
music, Bach's position in history is
clearly reflected. Genius creates the
laws of the future, but growing from
the soil of traditions, he is pastbound as
well.
The Brandenburg Concertos illus¬

trate this dual role of their towering
master. As to the Sixth, there is an
archaic flavor in the work. At times, the
fabric seems medieval with its dense
polyphonic effects. And yet the same
concerto has also inspired music of the
future.

For example, Bach's scoring has stim¬
ulated great composers in the nine¬
teenth and the twentieth century to
comparable orchestral procedures. The
opening movement of the German Re¬
quiem by Brahms comes to mind or,
within a completely different style, the
Symphony of Psalms by Stravinsky:
both works produce remarkably moving
effects through their analogous omis¬
sion of the violins.

The examples of Bach's pioneering
role in the Brandenburg Concertos
could be multiplied, and extended to
almost every feature of compositional
technique. Aesthetically, the modern
type of the "concerto for orchestra" is
unthinkable without the lasting model
of Bach's baroque masterworks.
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